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Retail Interaction Reports 

The Retail Interaction report quantifies the options available for shoppers to chose between 

multiple retailers.  The trade area for the focus stores overlap with their competitive stores, the 

options available to the shoppers in that overlapping trade area is modeled.  This allows for the 

identification of key areas of competitive pressure for a retailer and rank the dollars at risk.  

Stores, banners and accounts can be grouped as focus and competitive stores to understand 

the larger dollars at risk.  This output does not determine where shoppers decide to go, only the 

options available.  Dollars in this report are indicative of the competitive pressure, the relative 

share (index, percent) is more important than the specific dollar value. 

 

Situations & Applications 

 Which store faces the most competitive pressure? 

 Who are the competitors around my store?  Which are the largest threats that I should 

develop a competitive strategy for? 

 Which banner is my largest threat? 

 Which of my stores are impacted by a specific competitor? 

 Is there cannibalization within my organization? 

There are 6 reports within the Retail Interaction output.  You can select which reports you require. 

1.. Key Findings  

•Ranking of focus stores based on their relative threat index 

2. Focus Trade Area Detail 

•Store level detail on the competition 

3. Focus Account Summary 

•Competition summed at Account level—not needed if only one Account 

4. Focus Banner Summary 

•Competition summed at Banner level—not needed if only one Banner  

5. Competitor Account Overview 

 •Focus store competitive set is summed to the Account and Channel level 

6. Competitor Banner Overview 

•Focus store competitive set is summed to the Banner and Channel level 
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Index Legend  Under 80   Over 110  

Report 1: Key Findings 

This report (example below) shows a one-line summary for each store that was included in the analysis. The first four 

column headings come from TDLinx. 

Column 1  SRCID – Stands for Source ID, it is the unique code for the store or banner provided by TDLinx 

Column 2  Store Detail – the store name and number, if available 

Column 3  Address – store address location 

Column 4  Total Store ACV is All Commodity Volume. Created by TDLinx, it represents total store sales and is expressed 

in a range of values 

Column 5  Total Dollars at Risk to Competitor refers to the total Focus Store ACV dollar amount that the competitors 

could have access to.  The competitive universe was set by the minimum thresholds in the report, between 2% and 

15% of the ACV of the focus store.  This total sum of pressure is usually larger than the ACV of the store. 

Column 6  Relative Threat Index is the relative threat of the selected stores in relation to each other. Total Dollars at Risk 

to Competitor/Average of set of focus stores, this is dependent on the focus store set and threshold selected.  

Column 7  Total # of Competing Stores is a count of competing stores that interact with the Focus stores Trade Area 

In this example, No Frills – 3136 has a store ACV in the $29,900,000 range.  The Total Dollars at Risk for that store is $286,968,091.  This 

store        experiences the highest relative competition of all focus stores because they have the most dollars at risk to 23 competitors.  

The dollars at risk are more than seven times higher than the average level of competitive pressure to the focus stores (Relative Threat 

Index = 765).  The high dollars at risk and number of competing stores suggests that this store will need to be diligent with their in store 

experience and pricing to maintain customer satisfaction and retention.   
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Report 2:  The Focus Trade Area Detail Report 

This shows the store level detail for each store that was selected for analysis. The first 5 columns come from TDLinx. 

Column 1 SRCID – Stands for Source ID, it is the unique code for the store or banner provided by TDLinx 

Column 2 Store Detail – the store name and number, if available 

Column 3 Address – store location 

Column 4 Retail Channel Classification – Channels available, i.e. 01 Grocery,  02 Mass, 03 Drug, 04 Club, 05 

Convenience & Gas. 

Column 5 Store ACV— All Commodity Volume. Created by TDLinx, it represents total store sales and is expressed in a 

Column 6 Total Dollars at Risk to Competitor— the total focus store dollar amount that is at risk between the focus store and competitor 

Column 7 % of Dollars at Risk to Competitor—the percentage of total dollars at risk vs the focus store ACV. (Column 6/Column 5) 

Column 8 Total Dollars at Risk to Focus—refers to the competitor dollar amount that the focus store could have access to. 

Column 9 % Dollars at Risk to Focus—the percentage of total dollars at risk vs the total competitor ACV.  

Column 10 Distance (km) - a straight line measure between the focus store and the competitor 

In this example,  focus store Food Basics #629 has an ACV in the $19,500,000 range.  Overall, they have $170,264,787 at risk to the stores 

with overlapping trade areas (capped at the threshold set for the report, between 2%-15% of the focus store ACV).  As a percentage, this is 

873% of their ACV.  While this sounds impossible, the dollars at risk speak to the many options available to potential shoppers when they 

live in overlapping trade areas.  The competition between Food Basics #629 to Costco #537 is almost all ($18,020,204, 92.41%) of the Food 

Basics ACV.  Costco is a much larger store, they have more dollars at risk to Food Basics, but it is a lower percentage of the Costco ACV. 

Focus Store 

Competitors 
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Report 3:  Focus Account Summary Report  

This shows all focus stores rolling up to a one-line summary for each account. The first 2 column headings come from 

TDLinx. 

Column 1 Focus Account – the account name 

Column 2 Store ACV– is All Commodity Volume. Created by TDLinx, it represents total store sales and is expressed in a 

range of values.   

Column 3 Total Dollars at Risk to Competitor refers to the total Focus Store dollar amount that is at risk between the two 

competitors. 

Column 4 Relative Threat Index is the relative threat of the selected stores in relation to each other. Total Dollars at Risk 

to Competitor/Average of set of focus stores, this is dependent on the focus store set and threshold selected.  

Column 5 Total # of Store Interactions is the number of stores impacted by the account.   

Column 6  # of Unique Competitive Stores is a count of competitors within the Trade Area 

In this example, Loblaw Companies Ltd has a Relative Threat Index of 574, the highest amount of pressure of all the focus accounts.  There 

are 96 store interactions and 51 are unique indicating some stores are competing with multiple locations. 
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Report 4:  The Focus Banner Summary  

This report shows a one-line summary for each banner associated with the Focus Stores.  The first 2 column headings 

come from TDLinx. 

Column 1 Focus Banner – a code assigned by TDLinx 

Column 2 Total Store ACV– is All Commodity Volume. It represents total store sales but is expressed in ranges of 

values 

Column 3 Total Dollars at Risk to Competitor refers to the total Focus Store dollar amount that is at risk to all 

competitors 

Column 4 Relative Threat Index is a score which uses dollars at risk in its calculation. The Retail Threshold setting of risk 

was assigned when the report was created. The Retail Threshold value must be between 2% and 15%. Two percent will 

give more dollar comparison results and 15% will give fewer results.  

Column 5 Total # of Store Interactions is the number of focus stores impacted by the competitors 

Column 6 # of Unique Competitive Stores is a count of competitors within the Trade Area 

In this example, No Frills has a Relative Threat Index of 383, the highest amount of pressure of all the focus banners.  There are 23 store 

interactions and all are unique compeitors.. 
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Report 5:  Competitor Account Overview 

This report shows the detail for each focus store and their Account level competitors.  The first 3 column headings 

come from TDLinx. 

Column 1—SRCID – a code assigned by TDLinx 

Column 2—Account Overview – the focus store name and address and competitors by account, then competitors  

summed by channel 

Column 3  - Store ACV – is All Commodity Volume. It represents total store sales but is expressed in ranges of values 

in TDLinx and not the specific store sales 

Column 4—Total Dollars at Risk to Competitor refers to the total Focus Store dollar amount that is at risk between 

the focus store and competitive account/channel 

Column 5—Average Competition is Total Dollars at Risk to Competitor divided by Total # of Store Interactions 

Column 6—Total # of Store Interactions is a count of stores for the competitive account/channel impacting the focus 

store 

In this example Food Basics #629 faces the most competitive pressure from Loblaw Companies Ltd.  There are 9 stores competing with 

Food Basics, the competitive pressure averages to $10,006,563 per competitor.   
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In this example, continuing with Food Basics #629, Shoppers Drug Mart is the largest competitor with 7 of 9 LCL locations impacting this 

location.  This Food Basics may not be able to compete on the assortment for many OTC categories, but they can promote a price 

strategy for shared categories like hair care or paper products. 

Report 6:  Competitor Banner Overview  

This report shows a one-line summary for each store that was selected for analysis and the competitive banners and 

summary by channel. The first 3 column headings come from TDLinx: 

Column 1—SRCID – a code assigned by TDLinx 

Column 2—Banner Overview – the store name and address for the focus store, the banner name or summary by channel 

for competitors 

Column 3  - Total Store ACV is All Commodity Volume. It represents total store sales but is expressed in ranges of 

values in TDLinx and not the specific store sales 

Column 4—Total Dollars at Risk to Competitor refers to the total Focus Store dollar amount that is at risk between the 

focus store and competitive banner/channel. 

Column 5—Average Competition is Total Dollars at Risk to Competitor divided by Total # of Store Interactions 

Column 6—Total # of Store Interactions is a count of stores for the competitive banner/channel impacting the focus 

store 


